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Abstract—In this paper we consider the use of q-ary turbo
codes on abstract q-ary channels. Simulations show that our 16-
ary codes perform well on the q-ary symmetric channel. This
validates their suitability as outer codes in non-binary applica-
tions. We also compare with the performance of same codes on
conventional PSK and QAM modulation, and demonstrate an
application of these codes to the insertion/deletion channel.

Index Terms—turbo codes, non-binary codes, deletion-
insertion correcting codes, q-ary symmetric channel

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction of turbo codes, much has been learnt
about their construction and decoding; however, most of this
work is restricted to binary data and conventional modulation.
Our interest in non-binary turbo codes is due to their potential
application as outer codes in a Deletion-Insertion Correcting
Code (DICC) due to Davey and MacKay [1]. Specifically,
we are interested in applying DICC in image watermarking,
as suggested in [2]. This may prove a suitable counter-
measure against local geometrical distortion, as in the jitter
and StirMark attacks presented in [3].

The Davey-MacKay (DM) construction is a concatenated
code. The inner code is essentially a pilot sequence which is
used for synchronisation. However, contrary to other synchro-
nisation systems, Davey and MacKay modulate data symbols
by sparse substitutions on the pilot sequence. The inner
decoder returns a likelihood table for each symbol of the q-ary
alphabet. The outer code is a regular error-correcting code on
a q-ary alphabet. Originally LDPC codes were used. The main
purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that we can do better
with non-binary turbo codes.

Almost no previous work exists on non-binary turbo codes.
The few published results are limited to alphabet size q ≤ 8
and consider only PSK modulation on the AWGN channel. In
this paper we consider 16-ary constituent codes, and extend the
performance analysis to the q-ary symmetric channel, and, in
combination with the DM inner code, on the deletion/insertion
channel.

This paper starts with a brief description of the DM con-
struction in Section II-A. This is followed by a definition of
the QSC model and a justification for its use in this context.
Design details for the turbo codes used in this paper are then
given in Section II-C.

The performance of q-ary turbo codes on abstract channels
is considered in Section III-A, principally for the q-ary Sym-
metric Channel (QSC). This is compared to our earlier results
on conventional modulation in Section III-B, in an effort to

understand the effects on the turbo decoder. The performance
in other applications is demonstrated by the suitability of turbo
codes within the Davey-MacKay construction in Section III-C.
Our codes achieve the same error rate as Davey’s strongest
code at twice the information rate.

II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

On the binary substitution/insertion/deletion channel
(BSID), three different kinds of errors may occur, namely
deletions, insertions, and substitions. The errors occur
with probability Pd, Pi, and Ps respectively. The channel
is memory-less, so errors are independent. Although this
channel has been studied in coding theory since the 1960s,
there are less than a handful of practical codes with large
block sizes for such a channel.

Substitutions are the regular kind of error most frequently
studied in coding theory, where a single symbol is replaced
by a wrong one. Deletions and insertions are known as
desynchronisation errors, as they will cause a displacement
of the following sequence.

A. The Davey-MacKay Construction

The Davey-MacKay inner code [1] uses a binary sequence
of length n called the watermark. The watermark is drawn
(independently) at random for each n-bit block. A q-ary data
symbol is encoded as a sparse binary vector of length n, which
is added to the watermark.

The inner code is decoded using a modified Forward-
Backward (FB) algorithm, which determines at every block
the likelihoods P (d) of each possible transmitted symbol d.
These likelihoods are then used as soft input for the outer
decoder.

It can be shown experimentally that the inner decoder is very
effective in maintaining synchronisation over long sequences
of blocks. This is of course in spite of the ‘errors’ caused
by adding the sparse vector. However, considering the output
from the inner decoder, there will be a number of substitution
errors which will have to be corrected by another coding layer.

Davey and MacKay [1] proposed to use a q-ary LDPC
code as the outer code. A schematic overview of the complete
system is shown in Figure 1. For reference, the descriptions
and parameters of the various messages of Figure 1 are given
in Table I.

Observe also that the mean density f of the sparse alphabet
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Figure 1. The Davey-MacKay construction

Table I
DAVEY-MACKAY CONSTRUCTION MESSAGE PARAMETERS

Message Alphabet Length Description
m q-ary KL Message data
m̂ q-ary KL Message estimate
d q-ary NL Protected message

P (d) q-ary NL Posterior probabilities of d
s binary nNL Sparse messagea

w binary nNL ‘Watermark’ pilot sequenceb

t binary nNL Encoded sequence
r binary var. Received sequence

aThis actually consists of NL symbols, taken from an alphabet of 2n

symbols where only the q = 2k lowest-weight symbols are used. Note that
necessarily n > k.

bThis is usually a random or Run-Length Limited (RLL) sequence.

generating s is given by:

f =

∑q−1
i=0 wH(si)

nq
(1)

where si is the sparse vector corresponding to symbol i, and
wH(x) is the Hamming weight function. Note also that the
probability of a bit in r being different from the corresponding
bit in w is given by:

Pf = f(1− Ps) + (1− f)Ps (2)

since a substitution could occur due to the corresponding bit
in s being set or due to a substitution along the channel.

B. The q-ary Symmetric Channel

It is useful to study the performance of the inner and outer
code separately. Existing works on turbo codes have focused
on standard modulation schemes (PSK, QAM, etc.) on AWGN
channels. These channels have little in common with the super-
channel established by the Davey-MacKay inner code.

As a first approximation, we suggest a q-ary symmetric
channel. This is a discrete channel with q-ary input and output
alphabets, where:

• An input symbol will be transmitted unchanged with a
probability equal to (1− Ps)

• An input symbol will be substituted with a probability
equal to Ps; each of the 1 − q incorrect symbols are
equally likely.

There are two main reasons for this choice. Firstly, it is well
known and much studied in theoretical branches of coding
theory. Secondly, it is arguably a worst-case scenario. For a
given symbol error rate (uncoded), it gives maximum entropy
at the receiver.

Table II
INTERLEAVERS OF BLOCK SIZE N AND SPREAD S

N S

114 8
150 9
250 11
480 15
800 18

C. Construction of q-ary Turbo Codes

Simulation results will be given for unpunctured rate R =
1/3 and R = 1/5 q-ary turbo codes constructed from Re-
cursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) codes in GF (16).
These codes are straightforward conversion to recursive form
of optimum rate 1

2 and rate 1
3 16-ary convolutional codes

due to Ryan and Wilson [4]. No attempt has been made
to optimize the constituent code for the turbo structure. No
searches for suitable 16-ary constituent codes were found in
the open literature.

We use constituent codes of memory order ν = 2 (256-state)
with feedback polynomial 1 + D + α4D2 and feed-forward
polynomials 1 + αD + α4D2 (for the R = 1/3 turbo code)
and 1+α2D+α9D2 (for the R = 1/5 turbo code), where α
is a root of the primitive polynomial x4 + x+ 1.

Both R = 1/3 and R = 1/5 turbo codes are constructed as
parallel concatenations with two sets and identical encoders;
the first encoder gives the parity sequence for the straight input
sequence, while the input to the second encoder is first passed
through an interleaver. Both sequences are unterminated, and
the interleaver used is an S-random interleaver [5] of block
size N and spread S from Table II.

III. RESULTS

A. Performance on a q-ary Symmetric Channel

We have simulated turbo codes of rates R = 1/3 and
R = 1/5 over GF (16) on a 16-ary symmetric channel. Their
Symbol Error Rates (SER) and Frame Error Rates (FER) are
shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. The interleaver sizes
are chosen to give turbo codes of block (frame) lengths of
750 and 2400 symbols for each rate. This gives N = 250, 800
information symbols at rate 1/3, and N = 150, 480 at rate 1/5.

On a q-ary Symmetric Channel, turbo codes exhibit sur-
prisingly good performance, with frame error rates of 10−5

even at channel error rates of 0.5 (for a R = 1/5 turbo code).
The performance varies in general as expected, with lower-rate
codes having a waterfall region at higher channel error-rates.
At the same code rate, larger block sizes improve performance,
but the effect is more pronounced at higher code rates. More
importantly, the turbo codes with smaller interleavers seem to
have a higher error floor (albeit quite steep ones). This is in
agreement with known general principles of turbo code design.

Clearly, these codes are strong enough to allow reliable
transmission even on channels with high error probability. One
therefore expects these codes to perform well as outer codes
in the Davey-MacKay construction.
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N=800, R=1/3
N=480, R=1/5
N=250, R=1/3
N=150, R=1/5

Figure 2. SER performance of q-ary codes on a q-ary symmetric channel
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N=800, R=1/3
N=480, R=1/5
N=250, R=1/3
N=150, R=1/5

Figure 3. FER performance of q-ary codes on a q-ary symmetric channel

B. Comparison with Conventional Modulation

The QSC is different from conventional q-ary modulation
schemes in two respects:

• QSC is discrete. That is, only hard-decision information
is available as output, and errors are ‘either/or’. Standard
AWGN channels will return soft information reflecting
likelihoods of different symbols.

• QSC is symmetric. Once an error occurs, every wrong
symbol is equally likely. The modulation points in most
conventional channels are points on the complex plane
(or real line), and the probability of a given error event
depends on the Euclidean distance between the original
point and the resulting wrong point.

The combination of these differences has the effect that, at
the same probabilty of symbol-error, the entropy of the re-
ceived symbol is higher QSC than in conventional modulation
schemes.

Different modulation schemes display different levels of
asymmetry, depending on the distribution of pair-wise dis-
tances between modulations. This distribution in QAM is
narrower than it is for PSK. Hence, for a given (uncoded)
symbol error rate, the entropy of a received symbol is higher
for PSK than it is for QAM.

In general one would expect coded performance to be
poorer, at the same channel symbol-error rate, for channels
with greater uncertainty. In particular, one would expect the
same code to perform worse on QSC, better on QAM, and
better still on PSK, always at the same channel symbol-error
rate.

Restricting ourselves to codes with message length N =
114 symbols, we compare the performance of R = 1/3 and
R = 1/5 turbo codes in GF (16) on 16-ary QSC, 16-QAM,
and 16-PSK. Symbol-error rate performance are shown in
Figure 4, while the corresponding frame-error rates are in
Figure 5. For PSK and QAM, we simulate the performance
on an AWGN channel, and plot the coded error rates against
the uncoded symbol-error probability using the respective
modulation scheme at the simulated channel Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR), computed using the theoretical expectations [6]:

• For M-PSK, the uncoded symbol-error probability is
approximated by:

Ps ≈ 2Q

(√
2 log2M sin2

( π
M

)Eb

N0

)
(3)

• For rectangular M-QAM, the uncoded symbol-error prob-
ability is given by:

Ps = 4f

(
M,

Eb

N0

)
×
(
1− f

(
M,

Eb

N0

))
(4)

with:

f

(
M,

Eb

N0

)
=

(
1− 1√

M

)
Q

(√
3 log2M

M − 1

Eb

N0

)
(5)

where Eb

N0
is the SNR assuming a channel code rate of R = 1.

This is related to the actual simulated SNR for the turbo-coded
system by the rate of the turbo code.

It can be seen from the graphs that the R = 1/3 code
exhibits the expected performance, with transmission over
PSK having the best performance, followed by QAM and
finally QSC. Surprisingly, however, the QSC performance
of the R = 1/5 code falls between the PSK and QAM
performance in the region of interest. This seems to indicate
that at lower rates, turbo codes are particularly well-suited for
use with the symmetric channel.

C. Application to the Davey-MacKay Construction

Finally, we consider the performance of the concatenated
code on the BSID channel. Our turbo codes are designed
for relatively low rates (poor channel conditions), which is
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R=1/3 (QSC)
R=1/5 (QSC)
R=1/3 (16−PSK)
R=1/5 (16−PSK)
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R=1/5 (16−QAM)

Figure 4. SER performance of q-ary codes on different channels
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R=1/3 (QSC)
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Figure 5. FER performance of q-ary codes on different channels

expected to be most appropriate for applications in image
watermarking1.

The lowest rate proposed by Davey and MacKay [1] is 1/20,
and we use their best code (‘I’) for this rate as a reference. This
code consists of a k/n = 3/6 DM inner code and a R = 1/10
LDPC outer code. The frame length is 6 000 channel bits. They
reported an FER of 10−3 at Pd = Pi = 0.1;Ps = 0.

In order to keep the same block size, we use a k/n = 4/8
DM inner code and a R = 1/5 16-ary turbo outer code with
a message length of N = 150 symbols. This construction has
an overall rate of R = 1/10. We also compare with a higher-
rate R = 1/3 16-ary turbo code, using a message length of
N = 250 symbols in order to keep the same block size on the
channel. The SER performance is reported in Figure 6, while
the correspoding FER performance is in Figure 7.

1This refers to the imperceptible embedding of data within digital images,
and has no relationship with Davey’s use of ‘watermark’ when referring to
his construction.
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N=2400, Uncoded
N=480, 1/5 Turbo
N=150, 1/5 Turbo
N=800, 1/3 Turbo
N=250, 1/3 Turbo

Figure 6. SER performance of turbo-protected DM inner codes
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Figure 7. FER performance of turbo-protected DM inner codes

For comparison, the FER performance of Davey’s code ‘I’
is also shown. It is worth pointing out that this curve is
made up of manually-read error-rate values from the graph
in [1], but we judge our readings to be accurate to two
significant figures. Also shown on the same axes are results
for the same constructions with a larger channel block size of
19 200 bits. It can be readily verified that the improvement in
performance for larger block sizes is marginal. For reference,
the performance of the unprotected DM inner code at the larger
19 200 bit block size is also shown.

The n = 8 code appears to operate at an error rate
comparable to Davey’s code ‘I’, even though it has twice the
information rate. This is a significant advantage, and leads us
to believe that the use of turbo codes as outer codes in the
DM construction is particularly useful when operating at high
channel error-rates.

It should be mentioned that the inner decoding is com-
putationally expensive. In view of potential applications in



watermarking, this is not necessarily a problem. In many
watermark scenarios, a decoding time of several hours per
frame may be acceptable.

D. Davey-MacKay system versus QSC

It can be instructive to compare the actual performance in
the Davey-MacKay system, against the expected performance
based on simulations on the QSC. We consider the GF (16)
code as an example.

Observe from Figure 2 that the rate R = 1/5, message
length N = 150 turbo code has a symbol error-rate of about
2 × 10−6 on a QSC with Ps = 0.5. We can also see from
Figure 6 that the R = 4/8, N = 2400 DM inner code exhibits
a symbol error-rate of 0.5 at around Pd = Pi = 0.084;Ps = 0.
Let us assume that the BSID channel in combination with
such a DM inner code can be viewed as a super-channel
with characteristics similar to a QSC channel. One would
then expect that if the super-channel in question is protected
using the aforementioned turbo code, the combined system
should exhibit symbol error-rates of 2×10−6 at approximately
Pd = Pi = 0.084;Ps = 0. From Figure 6, however, we can
see that the this symbol error-rate is likely to be reached at a
higher value of Pd = Pi. This confirms the QSC as a suitable
channel model to determine a lower performance bound for
outer codes within the DM construction, and concords with
our belief that the DM inner code is not perfectly symmetric.
Further analysis of the DM inner code’s performance is clearly
required.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that the performance of the Davey-
MacKay codes for Deletion/Insertion Correction can be im-
proved by using non-binary turbo codes instead of LDPC
codes. We achieve similar error correction at twice the in-
formation rate.

Non-binary (as opposed to multi-binary) turbo codes are
almost unheard of in the literature. We have only found two
previous works [7], [8], in reference to construction techniques
for q-ary constituent codes. However, [7] do not report on
the actual codes found and offer no simulation results, while
[8] limit themselves to q ≤ 8 and simulate only using q-
PSK modulation on the AWGN channel. Therefore, we have
included a more extensive study of their performance. We have
presented simulation results for R = 1/3 and R = 1/5 16-ary

turbo codes on a q-ary symmetric channel, and compared them
with the performance of the same codes on conventional 16-
PSK and 16-QAM channels. We have shown these codes to
work well on QSC. In particular, the turbo construction seems
to be well-suited at lower rates.

The q-ary symmetric channel is a useful first approximation
for the super-channel consisting of the deletion/insertion chan-
nel protected by DM inner codes. However, a better model for
the actual channel seen by the outer code in a Davey-MacKay
system is an interesting open problem. Most importantly, an
accurate model should account for soft information from the
inner decoder. Other potential issues include channel memory
(e.g. burst errors) and asymmetry (some symbols are more
likely to be wrong [9]).
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